Agenda Item No: 17.D

STAFF REPORT
Report To:

Board of Supervisors

Staff Contact:

Heather Ferris, Associate Planner

Agenda Title:

For Possible Action: Discussion and possible action regarding a Tentative Subdivision Map
to create 29 single family lots within the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area on property
zoned Single Family 6,000 Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area, located at the southern
terminus of Wheeler Peak Drive, approximately 600 feet south of Race Track Road and
750 feet east of Center Drive, APN 009-311-47. (Heather Ferris, hferris@carson.org)

Meeting Date:

September 19, 2019

Staff Summary: The applicant is proposing to subdivide a 7.94 acre parcel into 29 single
family residential lots, with a minimum lot size of 6,600 square feet and an average lot size
of 9,465 square feet. Road access would be provided via Tule Peak Circle and Wheeler
Peak Drive. The Board of Supervisors is authorized to approve a Tentative Subdivision
Map pursuant to the provisions of Section 17.05.010 of the Carson City Municipal Code
(CCMC).
Agenda Action:

Formal Action / Motion

Time Requested: 20 Minutes

Proposed Motion
I move to approve the Tentative Subdivision Map based on the findings and subject to the conditions of approval
recommended by the Planning Commission and contained in staff’s memo dated September 4, 2019.
Board's Strategic Goal
Quality of Life
Previous Action
At its meeting of August 28, 2019, the Planning Commission voted 7-0 to recommend approval of the subject
application based on the ability to make the required findings in the affirmative and subject to conditions of
approval. The conditions of approval recommended by the Planning Commission are included in the attached
memo dated September 4, 2019 from staff to the Board of Supervisors.
Background/Issues & Analysis
The Board of Supervisors is authorized to approve Tentative Subdivision Maps. The Planning Commission
makes a recommendation to the Board.
Of note, during the Planning Commission public hearing, 7 members of the public spoke in opposition to the
project. All were residents of the adjoining Schulz Ranch Phase 3. These residents were concerned with
impacts to views, issues with existing drainage in Phase 3, and whether this Phase would be required to
participate in the Landscape Maintenance District.
After hearing from the neighboring property owners, the applicant volunteered to restrict the homes along the
eastern property boundary to single story and to participate in the Schulz Ranch Maintenance District.
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Additional information is contained in the attached memo dated September 6, 2019 to the Board of Supervisors
from Heather Ferris, Associate Planner.
Applicable Statute, Code, Policy, Rule or Regulation
CCMC 17.05 (Tentative Maps) and 17.07.005 (Findings); Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area
Financial Information
Is there a fiscal impact? No
If yes, account name/number:
Is it currently budgeted? No
Explanation of Fiscal Impact:
Alternatives
1. Modify the recommended conditions of approval for the request.
2. Deny the application.
3. Refer the application back to the Planning Commission for further consideration.
Attachments:
TSM-19-124 PC Packet.pdf
Board Action Taken:
Motion: _________________

1) ________________
2) ________________

_________________________________
(Vote Recorded By)

Aye/Nay
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
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Carson City Planning Division
108 E. Proctor Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701
(775) 887-2180 – Hearing Impaired: 711
planning@carson.org
www.carson.org/planning

MEMORANDUM

Board of Supervisors Meeting of September 19, 2019
TO:

Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Heather Ferris
Associate Planner

DATE:

September 6, 2019

SUBJECT: TSM-19-124: A request for a Tentative Subdivision Map to create 29
single family lots within the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area on
property zoned Single Family 6,000- Schulz Ranch Specific Plan
Area, located at the southern terminus of Wheeler Peak Drive,
approximately 600 feet south of Race Track Road and 750 feet east of
Center Drive, APN 009-311-47.
DISCUSSION
At its meeting of August 28, 2019, the Planning Commission recommended approval of
the request subject to the following conditions of approval. The Planning Commission
recommendation differs from staff’s recommendation in the staff report, specifically with
respect to Conditions 30 and 32. These changes are a result of the applicant
volunteering to participate in the Landscape Maintenance District and to limit the homes
along the eastern property line to single story, after hearing from neighboring property
owners. Additionally, staff has made changes to clarify the language of Conditions 16,
18, and 22, and added a new condition 28. The additions to conditions are in bold and
underlined, and deletions are struck through. Please note the numbering of the
conditions has changed from what is in the staff report to the Planning Commission as a
result of added conditions.
RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
The following are conditions of approval required per CCMC 18.02.105.5:
1.

All final maps shall be in substantial accord with the approved tentative map.

2.

Prior to submittal of any final map, the Development Engineering Department shall
approve all on-site and off-site improvements. The applicant shall provide construction
plans to the Development Engineering Department for all required on-site and off-site
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improvements, prior to any submittals for approval of a final map. The plan must adhere
to the recommendations contained in the project soils and geotechnical report.
3.

Lots not planned for immediate development shall be left undisturbed and mass grading
and clearing of natural vegetation shall not be allowed. Any and all grading shall comply
with City standards. A grading permit from the Nevada Division of Environmental
Protection shall be obtained prior to any grading. Noncompliance with this provision
shall cause a cease and desist order to halt all grading work.

4.

All lot areas and lot widths shall meet the zoning requirements approved as part of this
tentative map with the submittal of any final map.

5.

With the submittal of any final maps, the applicant shall provide evidence to the Planning
and Community Development Department from the Health and Fire Departments
indicating the agencies' concerns or requirements have been satisfied. Said
correspondence shall be included in the submittal package for any final maps and shall
include approval by the Fire Department of all hydrant locations.

6.

The following note shall be placed on all final maps stating:
"These parcels are subject to Carson City's Growth Management Ordinance and all
property owners shall comply with provisions of said ordinance."

7.

Placement of all utilities, including AT&T Cablevision, shall be underground within the
subdivision. Any existing overhead facilities shall be relocated prior to the submittal of a
parcel map or preferably final maps.

8.

The applicant must sign and return the Notice of Decision for conditions for approval
within ten (10) days of receipt of notification after the Board of Supervisors meeting. If
the Notice of Decision is not signed and returned within ten (10) days, then the item may
be rescheduled for the next Planning Commission meeting for further consideration.

9.

Hours of construction will be limited to 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. If the hours of construction are not
adhered to, the Carson City Building Department will issue a warning for the first
violation, and upon a second violation, will have the ability to cause work at the site to
cease immediately.

10.

The applicant shall adhere to all City standards and requirements for water and sewer
systems, grading and drainage, and street improvements.

11.

The applicant shall obtain a dust control permit from the Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection. The site grading must incorporate proper dust control and
erosion control measures.

12.

A detailed storm drainage analysis, water system analysis, and sewer system analysis
shall be submitted to the Development Engineering Department prior to approval of a
final map.

13.

Prior to the recordation of the final map for any phase of the project, the improvements
associated with the project must either be constructed and approved by Carson City, or
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the specific performance of said work secured, by providing the City with a proper surety
in the amount of one hundred fifty percent (150%) of the engineer's estimate. In either
case, upon acceptance of the improvements by the City, the developer shall provide the
City with a proper surety in the amount of ten percent (10%) of the engineer's estimate to
secure the developer's obligation to repair defects in workmanship and materials which
appear in the work within one (1) year of acceptance by the City. Improvements
associated with the Conditional Letter of Map Revision must be constructed and may not
be secured for in lieu of construction.
14.

A "will serve" letter from the water and wastewater utilities shall be provided to the
Nevada Health Division prior to approval of a final map.

15.

The District Attorney shall approve any CC&R's prior to recordation of the first final map.

Specific Conditions to be included in the Design of the Improvement Plans, to be met
prior to approval of construction permit:
16.

The proposed storm drain flows to the storm drain system of Schulz Ranch Phase 3.
This system is under construction with a design revision that is still in review. No site
improvement permit, including grading permits, may be issued prior to the design
revision being approved, including proof of lawful easements for the off-site
drainage. with lawful access, and n No final map may be recorded for this subdivision
until the revised storm drain improvements are installed and accepted or an approved
alternative means of storm drain conveyance is provided.

17.

A separate mass grading permit will not be allowed. Grading must be permitted together
with all other site improvements.

18.

A swale must be constructed along the west property line to intercept and propagate
storm drainage. This feature must be maintained in perpetuity by the a home owners
association or similar entity unless common areas, including this swale, will be
maintained by the Schulz Ranch maintenance district. A drainage easement shall
be provided per condition 24 below.

19.

A traffic impact study must be provided with the site improvement permit application
providing including a full stop sign warrant analysis of the intersection of Race Track
Road and Center Drive, and the intersection must be signed and striped if recommended
by the study.

20.

Fire hydrants must be provided at the end of the cul-de-sacs instead of flush assemblies.

21.

The applicant shall incorporate “best management practices” into their construction
documents and specifications to reduce the spread of noxious weeds.

22.

The applicant shall install a 6 foot tall wood fence, matching Phase 1-4 of Schulz Ranch,
along the common property line between Lot #29 and the Schulz Ranch Park. The
property owner of Lot#29 shall maintain the fence in perpetuity. A deed restriction
shall be recorded notifying any future owner of Lot #29 of this maintenance
responsibility.
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Conditions to be Addressed with the Final Map
23.

The street shown as “Chalk Bluff Drive” on the Tentative Subdivision Map must be
accurately labeled as “Tule Peak Circle.”

24.

A drainage easement must be provided on the final map for the swale required along the
west property line, the map must note that fencing across the swale is prohibited and
that the homeowners association or similar entity is responsible for maintenance of the
swale.

25.

The final map shall identify the location of Schulz Ranch Park and note that the property
is intended for public use. The park is located north/northeast of the subject subdivision
and adjacent to Lot #29.

26.

The setbacks shall be called out on the final map.

27.

The applicant shall provide the Community Development Department with a disclosure
statement or similar instrument for review and approval. The document shall be
recorded and provide for disclosure that properties in the vicinity are permitted to keep
horses and other livestock and that there may be inconvenience or discomfort (e.g.,
noise, dust, and odors) that may arise from living in close proximity to such properties.

28.

A Homeowners Association or similar entity shall be created for the maintenance
of the swale described in Condition 18 above, unless the common areas will be
maintained by the Schulz Ranch maintenance district.

Other Conditions of Approval:
29.

Prior to issuance any building permit, the applicant shall submit to the Planning Division
for review and approval, a minimum of 3 distinctly different home models, consistent with
Policy SR-SPA 3.1 of the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan.

30.

Consistent with the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Policy SR-SPA 3.6, homes on the buffer
lots in the west and south of the subdivision shall be limited to single story. Additionally,
based on a voluntary offer by the applicant, the homes located along the eastern
boundary of the development shall be limited to single story. This shall be noted
on the final map.

31.

Front yard landscaping and irrigation shall be provided by the developer. Prior to
issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit to the Planning Division for
review and approval, a minimum of 3 typical landscape schemes, consistent with Policy
SR-SPA 3.5 of the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan.

32.

Based on a voluntary offer by the applicant, the development shall participate in
the Schulz Ranch maintenance district established for Phases 1 through 4 of the
Schulz Ranch Common Open Space Development. The maintenance district must
be amended to include the subject property prior to the Board of Supervisor’s
approval of the Final Map.
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STAFF REPORT FOR THE PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF AUGUST 28, 2019

FILE NO:

TSM-19-124

STAFF CONTACT:

AGENDA ITEM: E.4

Heather Ferris, Associate Planner

AGENDA TITLE: For Possible Action: For Possible Action: Discussion and possible action
regarding a Tentative Subdivision Map to create 29 single family lots within the Schulz Ranch
Specific Plan Area on property zoned Single Family 6,000 – Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area,
located at the southern terminus of Wheeler Peak Drive, approximately 600 feet south of
Racetrack Road and 750 feet east of Center Drive, APN 009-311-47. (Heather Ferris,
hferris@carson.org).
Summary:
The applicant is proposing to subdivide a 7.94 acre parcel into 29 single family
residential lots, with a minimum lot size of 6,600 sq. ft. and an average lot size of 9,465 sq. ft.
Road access would be provided via Tule Peak Circle and Wheeler Peak Drive. The Board of
Supervisors is authorized to approve a Tentative Subdivision Map. The Planning Commission
makes a recommendation to the Board.
RECOMMENDED MOTION: “I move to recommend to the Board of Supervisors approval of a
Tentative Subdivision Map TSM-19-124, Schulz Ranch Phase 5, based on the findings and
subject to the conditions of approval contained in the staff report.”
VICINITY MAP:
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RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
The following are conditions of approval required per CCMC 18.02.105.5:
1.

All final maps shall be in substantial accord with the approved tentative map.

2.

Prior to submittal of any final map, the Development Engineering Department shall
approve all on-site and off-site improvements. The applicant shall provide construction
plans to the Development Engineering Department for all required on-site and off-site
improvements, prior to any submittals for approval of a final map. The plan must adhere
to the recommendations contained in the project soils and geotechnical report.

3.

Lots not planned for immediate development shall be left undisturbed and mass grading
and clearing of natural vegetation shall not be allowed. Any and all grading shall comply
with City standards. A grading permit from the Nevada Division of Environmental
Protection shall be obtained prior to any grading. Noncompliance with this provision
shall cause a cease and desist order to halt all grading work.

4.

All lot areas and lot widths shall meet the zoning requirements approved as part of this
tentative map with the submittal of any final map.

5.

With the submittal of any final maps, the applicant shall provide evidence to the Planning
and Community Development Department from the Health and Fire Departments
indicating the agencies' concerns or requirements have been satisfied. Said
correspondence shall be included in the submittal package for any final maps and shall
include approval by the Fire Department of all hydrant locations.

6.

The following note shall be placed on all final maps stating:
"These parcels are subject to Carson City's Growth Management Ordinance and all
property owners shall comply with provisions of said ordinance."

7.

Placement of all utilities, including AT&T Cablevision, shall be underground within the
subdivision. Any existing overhead facilities shall be relocated prior to the submittal of a
parcel map or preferably final maps.

8.

The applicant must sign and return the Notice of Decision for conditions for approval
within ten (10) days of receipt of notification after the Board of Supervisors meeting. If
the Notice of Decision is not signed and returned within ten (10) days, then the item may
be rescheduled for the next Planning Commission meeting for further consideration.

9.

Hours of construction will be limited to 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. If the hours of construction are not
adhered to, the Carson City Building Department will issue a warning for the first
violation, and upon a second violation, will have the ability to cause work at the site to
cease immediately.

10.

The applicant shall adhere to all City standards and requirements for water and sewer
systems, grading and drainage, and street improvements.

11.

The applicant shall obtain a dust control permit from the Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection. The site grading must incorporate proper dust control and
erosion control measures.
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12.

A detailed storm drainage analysis, water system analysis, and sewer system analysis
shall be submitted to the Development Engineering Department prior to approval of a
final map.

13.

Prior to the recordation of the final map for any phase of the project, the improvements
associated with the project must either be constructed and approved by Carson City, or
the specific performance of said work secured, by providing the City with a proper surety
in the amount of one hundred fifty percent (150%) of the engineer's estimate. In either
case, upon acceptance of the improvements by the City, the developer shall provide the
City with a proper surety in the amount of ten percent (10%) of the engineer's estimate to
secure the developer's obligation to repair defects in workmanship and materials which
appear in the work within one (1) year of acceptance by the City. Improvements
associated with the Conditional Letter of Map Revision must be constructed and may not
be secured for in lieu of construction.

14.

A "will serve" letter from the water and wastewater utilities shall be provided to the
Nevada Health Division prior to approval of a final map.

15.

The District Attorney shall approve any CC&R's prior to recordation of the first final map.

Specific Conditions to be included in the Design of the Improvement Plans, to be met
prior to approval of construction permit:
16.

The proposed storm drain flows to the storm drain system of Schulz Ranch Phase 3.
This system is under construction with a design revision that is still in review. No site
improvement permit, including grading permits, may be issued prior to the design
revision being approved with lawful access, and no final map may be recorded for this
subdivision until the revised storm drain improvements are installed and accepted or an
approved alternative means of storm drain conveyance is provided.

17.

A separate mass grading permit will not be allowed. Grading must be permitted together
with all other site improvements.

18.

A swale must be constructed along the west property line to intercept and propagate
storm drainage. This feature must be maintained by the home owners association. A
drainage easement shall be provided per condition 24 below.

19.

A traffic impact study must be provided with the site improvement permit application
providing a full stop sign warrant analysis of the intersection of Race Track Road and
Center Drive, and the intersection must be signed and striped if recommended by the
study.

20.

Fire hydrants must be provided at the end of the cul-de-sacs instead of flush assemblies.

21.

The applicant shall incorporate “best management practices” into their construction
documents and specifications to reduce the spread of noxious weeds.

22.

The applicant shall install a 6 foot tall wood fence, matching Phase 1-4 of Schulz Ranch,
along the common property line between Lot #29 and the Schulz Ranch Park. The
property owner of Lot#29 shall maintain the fence in perpetuity.
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Conditions to be Addressed with the Final Map
23.

The street shown as “Chalk Bluff Drive” on the Tentative Subdivision Map must be
accurately labeled as “Tule Peak Circle.”

24.

A drainage easement must be provided on the final map for the swale required along the
west property line, the map must note that fencing across the swale is prohibited and
that the home owners association or similar entity is responsible for maintenance of the
swale.

25.

The final map shall identify the location of Schulz Ranch Park and note that the property
is intended for public use. The park is located north/northeast of the subject subdivision
and adjacent to Lot #29.

26.

The setbacks shall be called out on the final map.

27.

The applicant shall provide the Community Development Department with a disclosure
statement or similar instrument for review and approval. The document shall be
recorded and provide for disclosure that properties in the vicinity are permitted to keep
horses and other livestock and that there may be inconvenience or discomfort (e.g.,
noise, dust, and odors) that may arise from living in close proximity to such properties.

Other Conditions of Approval:
28.

Prior to issuance any building permit, the applicant shall submit to the Planning Division
for review and approval, a minimum of 3 distinctly different home models, consistent with
Policy SR-SPA 3.1 of the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan.

29.

Consistent with the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Policy SR-SPA 3.6, homes on the buffer
lots in the west and south of the subdivision shall be limited to single story.

30.

Front yard landscaping and irrigation shall be provided by the developer. Prior to
issuance of any building permit, the applicant shall submit to the Planning Division for
review and approval, a minimum of 3 typical landscape schemes, consistent with Policy
SR-SPA 3.5 of the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan.

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS: CCMC 17.05 (Tentative Maps); CCMC 17.07 (Findings); NRS
278.330;
MASTER PLAN DESIGNATION:
Residential (MDR)

Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area; Medium Density

ZONING DISTRICT: Single Family-6000 square feet (SF6)
KEY ISSUES: Is the Tentative Map consistent with the Specific Plan? Does the proposal meet
the Tentative Map requirements and other applicable requirements?
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SURROUNDING ZONING AND LAND USE INFORMATION
NORTH:
SOUTH:
WEST:
EAST:

Single Family 6,000-SPA/Single Family Residences & Park (Schulz Ranch
Phase 1 and Phase 3)
Single Family 1 acre/ Single Family Residence Family Residence
Single Family 6,000& Single Family 1 acre/ Single Family Residences
Single Family 6,000-SPA/Single Family Residences (Schulz Ranch Phase 3)

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION:
FLOOD ZONE: Zone X (Area of Minimal Flood Hazard)
SLOPE/DRAINAGE: Generally flat
SEISMIC ZONE: Zone II- Moderate
SITE DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION:
SUBJECT SITE AREA:
ZONING:
EXISTING LAND USE:
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL LOTS:
PROPOSED LOT SIZES:
PROPOSED SETBACKS:
PARKING REQUIRED:
PROJECT PHASING:

7.94 acres
Single Family 6000-SPA
Vacant Land
29 single family lots
6,600 square feet – 15,653 square feet
Setback consistent with the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan
Two spaces per dwelling unit
Single Phase

SITE HISTORY:
November 3, 2005- ZMA-05-157, a zoning map amendment from Mobile Home One Acre and
Single Family One Acre to Single Family 6,000 for the area subject to the Schulz Ranch Specific
Plan.
October 20, 2005- TSM-05-144, a tentative map for a Common Open Space Development
creating 521 single family detached units, known as Schulz Ranch.
May 19, 2005- MPA-05-044, a master plan amendment to establish the Schulz Ranch Specific
Plan Area.
BACKGROUND:
The subject property is part of the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan and was included in the original
approval of the Schulz Ranch subdivision, as Phase 5. The Schulz Ranch subdivision was
approved in 2005 for a total of 521 units. Phase 5 included 25 lots ranging in size from 7,628
square feet to 15,327 square feet.
Two extensions were granted ultimately extending the approval of the map to August 21, 2011.
Shortly after, the City and the developer entered into a Development Agreement (September 1,
2011) extending the expiration of the tentative map and outlining a Phasing Plan. In addition,
the owners of Phase 5 of the original subdivision elected to no longer be a part of the project,
thereby nullifying Phase 5 of the project and reducing the total number of units to be developed
to 496 (the 1st amendment reduced the total units again to 424).
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While the subject parcel is included in the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area, the parcel is no
longer part of the larger Schulz Ranch Common Open Space Development approved in 2005
and is not subject to the Development Agreement.
DISCUSSION:
The subject parcel is currently undeveloped and bordered on the north and east by Phase 1 and
Phase 3 of the Schulz Ranch Common Open Space development, a 5.81 acre parcel zoned
Single Family 1 acre to the south, and 4 parcels ranging in size from 2 acres to 3.25 acres on
the west (zoned Single Family 1 acre and Single Family 6,000).
The proposed Tentative Subdivision Map proposes the division of 7.94 acres into 29 single
family residential lots ranging in size from 6,600 square feet to 15,653 square feet.
Development will be consistent with the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan by providing varied
streetscapes; larger buffer lots along the southern and western-most property lines; and
increased setbacks for buffer lots. Access is proposed from Tule Peak Circle and Wheeler
Peak Drive, existing roads within the adjacent Schulz Ranch development.
The Planning Commission conducts a public hearing and advises the Board of Supervisors if
the proposed tentative map is consistent with the provisions of the Municipal Code and NRS
278.320.
PUBLIC COMMENTS: Public notices were mailed to 108 property owners within 600 feet of
the subject site pursuant to the provisions of NRS and CCMC for the Tentative Subdivision Map
application. As of the completion of this staff report, staff has received five letters expressing
concerns and opposition to the project. The concerns include impacts to views, traffic,
drainage, fencing along common property lines, impacts to existing wells, and stubbing out for
sewer and water. Any additional written comments that are received after this report is
completed will be submitted prior to or at the Planning Commission meeting on August 28, 2019
depending upon their submittal date to the Planning Division.
OTHER CITY DEPARTMENT OR OUTSIDE AGENCY COMMENTS: The following comments
were received from City departments. Recommendations have been incorporated into the
recommended conditions of approval, where applicable.
ENGINEERING DIVISION:
Engineering Recommendation:
The Engineering Division has no preference or objection to the tentative map request and offers
the following conditions of approval:
•

•
•

The proposed storm drain flows to the storm drain system of Schulz Ranch Phase 3.
This system is under construction with a design revision that is still in review. No site
improvement permit, including grading permits, may be issued prior to the design
revision being approved with lawful access, and no final map may be recorded for this
subdivision until the revised storm drain improvements are installed and accepted, or an
approved alternative means of storm drain conveyance is provided.
A separate mass grading permit will not be allowed. Grading must be permitted together
with all other site improvements.
A swale must be constructed along the west property line to intercept and propagate
storm drainage. This feature must be maintained by the home owners association. A
drainage easement must be provided for this feature on the final map, the map must
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•
•

•

note that fencing across the swale is prohibited, and must note that the home owners
association is responsible for maintenance of the swale.
The street shown as “Chalk Bluff Drive” needs to be renamed “Tule Peak Circle”.
A traffic impact study must be provided with the site improvement permit application
providing a full stop sign warrant analysis of the intersection of Race Track Road and
Center Drive, and the intersection must be signed and striped if recommended by the
study.
Fire hydrants must be provided at the end of the cul-de-sacs instead of flush assemblies.

Findings:
The Engineering Division has reviewed the application within our areas of purview relative to
adopted standards and practices and to the provisions of CCMC 17.07.005. The following
Tentative Map Findings by the Engineering Division are based on approval of the above
conditions of approval:
1. Environmental and health laws and regulations concerning water and air pollution, the
disposal of solid waste, facilities to supply water, community or public sewage disposal
and, where applicable, individual systems for sewage disposal.
The existing infrastructure has been found sufficient to supply the water and sanitary sewer
needs of the subdivision, and the City has the capacity to meet the water and sewer demand.
2. The availability of water which meets applicable health standards and is sufficient in
quantity for the reasonably foreseeable needs of the subdivision.
The City has sufficient system capacity and water rights to meet the required water allocation for
the subdivision.
3. The availability and accessibility of utilities.
Water and sanitary sewer utilities are available and accessible.
4. The availability and accessibility of public services such as schools, police protection,
transportation, recreation and parks.
The road network necessary for the subdivision is available and accessible.
condition of approval will ensure the intersections operate safely.

A proposed

5. Access to public lands. Any proposed subdivision that is adjacent to public lands shall
incorporate public access to those lands or provide an acceptable alternative.
Development engineering has no comment on this finding.
6. Conformity with the zoning ordinance and land use element of the city's master plan.
Development engineering has no comment on this finding.
7. General conformity with the city's master plan for streets and highways.
The development is in conformance with the city’s engineering related master plans.
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8. The effect of the proposed subdivision on existing public streets and the need for new
streets or highways to serve the subdivision.
The existing infrastructure is sufficient to meet the additional demand imposed by the
subdivision.
9. The physical characteristics of the land such as flood plains, earthquake faults, slope
and soil.
There are no site conditions that require mitigation.
10. The recommendations and comments of those entities reviewing the subdivision request
pursuant to NRS 278.330 thru 278.348, inclusive.
Development engineering has no comment on this finding.
11. The availability and accessibility of fire protection including, but not limited to, the
availability and accessibility of water and services for the prevention and containment of
fires including fires in wild lands.
The subdivision has sufficient secondary access, and sufficient fire water flows.
12. Recreation and trail easements.
Development engineering has no comment on this finding.
These comments are based on the tentative map plans and reports submitted. All applicable
code requirements will apply whether mentioned in this letter or not.
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
1. Project must comply with the current edition of the International Fire Code and northern
Nevada fire code amendments as adopted by Carson City.
2. Project must comply with the current edition of the International Wildland-Urban Interface
code and northern Nevada wildland urban interface amendments as adopted by Carson
City.
PARKS, RECREATION & OPEN SPACE:
1. Chapter 7 in the UPMP provides the City’s sidewalk policies and implementation
strategies for pedestrian connectivity within the development and to the City’s existing
sidewalk system in the Schulz Ranch Subdivision and to Schulz Ranch Park. The design
for the project’s sidewalk system, including pedestrian cross walks must be approved by
Development Engineering and the Parks, Recreation & Open Space Department.
2. The development will be subject to the collection of Residential Construction Tax (RCT),
compliant with the Nevada Revised Statutes and Carson City Municipal Code (CCMC
15.60).
3. The applicant will be required to incorporate “best management practices” into their
construction documents and specifications to reduce the spread of noxious weeds. The
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Parks, Recreation & Open Space Department is willing to assist the applicant with this
aspect of their project.
4. The applicant needs to make the following changes to their final map. Identify the
location of Schulz Ranch Park and note that the property is intended for public use. The
park is located north/northeast of the Phase 5 subdivision and is adjacent to Lot #29.
5. It is the responsibility of the applicant to install a 6’ tall wood fence (matching Phase 1 –
4 subdivision fences) along the property line between Lot #29 and Schulz Ranch Park
and require the property owner to maintain the fence into perpetuity.
SCHOOL DISTRICT
For every 100 new homes, we expect about 30 new students. With most of the schools now at
capacity, and limited capital funding for new facilities, we are concerned, as we cannot rezone
our way out of the problem. We are doing our utmost to prepare for growth within our means.
TENTATIVE MAP FINDINGS: Staff recommends approval of the Tentative Subdivision Map
based on the findings below, pursuant to CCMC 17.05 (Tentative Maps); 17.07 (Findings) and
NRS 278.349, subject to the recommended conditions of approval, and further substantiated by
the applicant’s written justification. In making findings for approval, the Planning Commission
and Board of Supervisors must consider:
1.

Environmental and health laws and regulations concerning water and air
pollution, the disposal of solid waste, facilities to supply water, community or
public sewage disposal and, where applicable, individual systems for sewage
disposal.
The proposed Tentative Subdivision Map will comply with all applicable environmental
and health laws and regulations concerning water and air pollution, disposal of solid
waste, supply of water, and sewage disposal. Sewer and water infrastructure are in the
area and the existing infrastructure and capacity is sufficient to supply the water and
sanitary sewer needs of the subdivision.

2.

The availability of water which meets applicable health standards and is sufficient
in quantity for the reasonably foreseeable needs of the subdivision.
City staff has reviewed the project and has determined that the water system has
sufficient capacity and water rights to meet the required water allocation for the
subdivision.

3.

The availability and accessibility of utilities.
All utilities are available in the area to serve this development.

4.

The availability and accessibility of public services such as schools, police
protection, transportation, recreation and parks.
The project is located adjacent to Phase 1 and Phase 3 of Schulz Ranch which is served
by existing schools, sheriff, transportation facilities, and parks. The School District
remains concerned about capacity and has advised that for every 100 new homes, it
expects about 30 new students. With most of the schools now at capacity, and limited
capital funding for new facilities, it is concerned as it cannot “rezone” its way out of the
problem. The school district has advised that it is doing its utmost to prepare for growth
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within its means. The proposed subdivision will not overburden police protection. There
are parks provided within the Schulz Ranch subdivision which serve the area. The road
network necessary for the subdivision is available and accessible. Staff has also
included a condition of approval requiring a traffic impact study be provided with the site
improvement permit application providing a full stop sign warrant analysis for the
intersection of Race Track Road and Center Drive. The condition also requires the
developer to implement any mitigation that result from the analysis.
5.

Access to public lands. Any proposed subdivision that is adjacent to public lands
shall incorporate public access to those lands or provide an acceptable
alternative.
The proposed subdivision is located within a developing area of Carson City. There is a
public park located immediately north of the subject property. Access will be provided
via sidewalks which are included as part of the project.

6.

Conformity with the zoning ordinance and land use element of the City’s Master
Plan.
Primary uses in this land use area include single family homes. The proposed
subdivision is consistent with the Single Family 6,000 zoning and the Master Plan
designation of Medium Density Residential (MDR). Additionally, the project will be
consistent with the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan as demonstrated below:
SR-SPA 1.1—Master Plan and Zoning Designation: Parcel A shall be
designated Medium Density Residential (4 to 10 dwelling units per acre) on the
Master Plan Land Use Map. Parcel A shall be zoned Single Family 6000 (SF6)
on the official zoning map of Carson City only upon approval of a tentative
map for the property on which the race track facilities are located.
Development of Parcel A will be by subdivision, planned unit development, or
common open space subdivision encouraging a development with varying lot
sizes.
The subject property is zoned Single Family 6000 and has a Master Plan designation
of Medium Density Residential. The proposed subdivision will result in the creation
of 29 single family residential lots ranging in size from approximately 6,600 square
feet to just over 15,000 square feet.
SR-SPA 1.2—Variety of Lot Sizes and Setbacks: A variety of lot sizes shall be
provided to allow for a gradual transition in density between existing 1-acre
lots and the more urban development pattern permitted and to encourage a
diversity of housing types. To accomplish this, the following standards shall
apply:
• Lots may range from 2,500 square feet to 1-acre in size;
• Subdivisions within Parcel A shall provide a minimum of three distinctly
different neighborhoods with different lot sizes;
• Smaller lots shall generally be located in the northwest portion of Area
A to provide a transition to larger lots adjacent to existing one-acre
residential lots.
• A variety of setbacks is encouraged.
o Where larger buffer lots are required on the perimeter of Parcel
A, setbacks from parcels in Area B shall be a minimum of 30 feet,
whether front or rear yards. Opposite yards from those facing
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o

o

o

Area B may be a minimum of 20 feet. Side yards on such lots
shall be a minimum of 10 feet.
Where lots are 4,500 square feet or larger, minimum setbacks are
as follows: Front and rear yards: 15 feet; side yards: 5 feet. A 20
foot driveway shall be provided from the property line to the face
of the garage.
Where lots are smaller than 4,500 square feet, setbacks may
either conform to the standards for lots 4,500 square feet or
larger or alternative setbacks may be determined with the
tentative map submittal.
Corner lots shall be larger, as necessary, to allow adequate
vehicle and pedestrian sight distance. Driveways, fences and
on-street parking shall not interfere with vehicle and pedestrian
sight distances.

For the purposes of satisfying the above standards, a distinctly different lot
size shall vary by a minimum of 500 square feet from other lot sizes provided.
Larger lots may be used around the perimeter as a transition.
SR
The developer proposes a range in parcel sizes from approximately 6,600 square feet to
just over 15,000 square feet. The larger lots will be located along the south and west
adjacent to the existing 1+ acre parcels, located outside of the Schulz Ranch Specific
Plan Area. As proposed and consistent with this policy, the larger buffer lots will
maintain the following minimum setbacks:
Rear- 30’
Front- 20’
Side- 10’
The interior lots will also meet the minimum setbacks required by this policy.
proposed the interior lot setbacks will be:
Rear- 15’
Side- 5’
Street Side- 10’
Front- 15’ with 20’ to the face of the garage

As

SR-SPA 1.4—Disclosure of Adjacent Uses: The sale of homes within Area A shall
include a disclosure that properties in the vicinity are permitted to keep horses
and other livestock and the property may impacted by odors, dust, noise and
other affects associated with the keeping of livestock.
As conditioned a disclosure will be recorded consistent with this policy.
SR-SPA 2.1—Interconnected Street Network: An interconnected system of streets
shall be established to provide efficient on and off-site connections, disperse
traffic, and accommodate a variety of modes of transportation including motor
vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians. Developing isolated neighborhood street
networks that only serve small segments of a particular development or the SPA
is strongly discouraged. All local residential streets shall provide both sides onstreet parking.
Consistent with this policy, the project will be connecting to the existing roadway system.
The project proposes two connections to existing streets within the existing Schulz
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Ranch Common Open Space Development and internal streets will allow for parking on
both sides.
SR-SPA 2.3—Pedestrian and Bicycle Connections: A system of pedestrian and
bicycle connections shall be provided as specified on the City’s adopted Unified
Pathways Master Plan to establish visual and physical connections to and
between the following:
• Any sidewalks, trails, or walkways on adjacent properties that extend to the
boundaries shared within the development;
• Any adjacent public park, open space, or civic use including but not limited
to schools and public recreation facilities;
• Edmonds Sports Complex;
• Stewart Facility;
• Clear Creek Corridor;
• Bigelow Drive and Center Drive;
• Future City Recreation Center;
• V&T right-of-way along the Carson River;
• North Douglas County Specific Plan open space areas.
The proposed sidewalks will connect with the existing sidewalks within the Schulz Ranch
Common Open Space development and provide connectivity to the park and trail
amenities within the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area.
SR-SPA 3.1—Varied Streetscapes: To promote more interesting streetscapes and
offer consumers a wider choice of housing styles, a variety of home models shall
be provided. The accomplish this, the following standards shall apply:
•
•

Subdivisions with 150 or more units shall provide a minimum of four
distinctly different homes models.
Subdivisions with less than 150 units shall provide a minimum of 3
distinctly different homes models.

For the purposes of satisfying the above standard, each model home elevation
shall distinctly differ from other home elevations in a minimum of three of the
following areas:
• The placement of all windows and doors on the front façade elevation.
• The use of different materials on the front facade elevation.
• Substantial variation in the location and/or proportion of garages and
garage doors.
o The width of the front façade elevation must differ more than two
feet.
o Variation in the location and proportion of front porches.
o Substantial variations in roof-lines and/or in the angle of roof runs.
Use of roof dormers.
o A variation of building types, i.e., ranch, two-story, and split level.
o Window shapes that are substantially different.
o Use of different roof materials.
o Other distinct design variations approved by the City.
• Additionally, new residential structures on lots 70 feet or wider shall use a
minimum of three of the following techniques and new residential
structures on lots narrower than 70 feet shall use a minimum of two of the
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following techniques to reduce the prominence of garages, promote
pedestrian activity and create visual diversity in the neighborhood:
o House forward – Living areas that extend a minimum of five feet in
front of the garage face.
o Front porches – A 60 square foot or larger covered front porch that
extends a minimum of 6 feet in front of the living area.
o Courtyards – A 60 square foot or larger front yard courtyard with a
hard finished floor surface (concrete, wood, brick, pavers, etc.) and
walls not exceeding three feet in height, extending a minimum of
three feet in front of the garage face.
o Varied front setback – Front setbacks of adjacent homes on the
same side of the street vary by a minimum of three feet.
o Garage orientation – Garage doors that do not face the street (i.e.
provide side loaded garages) with front elevations of garages that
are architecturally consistent with the living area front elevation.
o Reduced garage width – Garages that do not exceed 40% of the
front elevation.
o Enhanced landscaping – On lots narrower than 70 feet, a minimum
of one additional 2-inch caliper tree is provided in the front yard. On
lots 70 feet or wider, a minimum of two additional 2-inch caliper
trees are provided in the front yard. In addition, the entire front yard
area is landscaped and irrigated. A maximum 10% of the front yard
landscaping may consist of empty shrub beds with landscape fabric
and irrigation to provide homebuyers with landscape options. Bare
dirt shall be prohibited in front yards.
o Front door path – A three foot or wider path that is physically
separated from the driveway is provided from the sidewalk to the
front door.
o Structure articulation – A minimum of four separate roof planes are
incorporated within the front elevation and the front elevation
contains a minimum of two wall planes that are offset by a minimum
of three feet.
As conditioned, the project will meet this requirement. Staff has incorporated a condition
of approval requiring the applicant to submit to the Planning Division for review and
approval, a minimum of 3 distinctly different home models consistent with this policy,
prior to issuance of any building permits.
SR-SPA 3.3—Development Compatibility: A transition in development intensity
shall be provided between urban residential uses and rural residential uses.
Transitions may be accomplished through the use of open space buffers, larger
lot sizes, or a combination of these methods.
The developer proposes a range in parcel sizes from approximately 6,600 square feet to
just over 15,000 square feet. Consistent with the policy, the larger lots will be located
along the south and west adjacent to the existing 1+ acre parcels, located outside of the
Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area.
SR-SPA 3.5—Front Yard Landscaping: Front yard landscaping and irrigation shall
be provided by the developer(s) of each subdivision. Landscaping shall include a
minimum of two trees (1-1/2 inch caliper deciduous or five foot high evergreen)
and 12 five gallon mix of evergreen and deciduous shrubs. Evergreen trees shall
be planted a minimum of 20 feet from back of sidewalks. Turf and/or groundcover
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areas shall also be provided in the landscape alternatives. A minimum of three
typical landscape schemes for each neighborhood shall be provided with
development approval.
As conditioned, the project will meet this requirement. Staff has incorporated a condition
of approval requiring the applicant to submit to the Planning Division for review and
approval, a minimum of 3 typical landscape schemes consistent with this policy, prior to
issuance of any building permits.
SR-SPA 3.6—Buffer Lots: Lots abutting existing residential parcels at the
perimeter of Area A shall be created as generally depicted in the conceptual plan
identified with this document and shall be limited to the development of one-story
homes.
The developer proposes a range in parcel sizes from approximately 6,600 square feet to
just over 15,000 square feet. Consistent with the policy, the larger lots will be located
along the south and west adjacent to the existing 1+ acre parcels, located outside of the
Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area.
7.

General conformity with the City’s Master plan for streets and highways.
Subject to compliance with the proposed conditions of approval, the proposed
subdivision conforms to the City’s master plan for streets.

8.

The effect of the proposed subdivision on existing public streets and the need for
new streets or highways to serve the subdivision.
The proposed tentative map will take access from Tule Peak Circle and Wheeler Peak
Drive, within the existing Schulz Ranch Development. The existing infrastructure is
sufficient to meet the additional demand imposed by the subdivision. Two new cul-desac roads are proposed to serve the interior of the subdivision. As noted in finding 4
above, staff has also included a condition of approval requiring a traffic impact study be
provided with the site improvement permit application providing a full stop sign warrant
analysis for the intersection of Race Track Road and Center Drive. The condition also
requires the developer to implement any mitigation that result from the analysis.

9.

The physical characteristics of the land such as flood plains, earthquake faults,
slope and soil.
A conceptual drainage study and a geotechnical report were submitted with the
application. There are no specific physical characteristics of the subject property that
require mitigation.

10.

The recommendations and comments of those entities reviewing the subdivision
request pursuant to NRS 278.330 thru 278.348, inclusive.
The proposed tentative map has been routed to the Nevada Department of
Environmental Protection and the Nevada Division of Water Resources. The Division of
Water Resources has requested that a Will Serve letter from Carson City Public Works
and a final mylar map of the proposed project be presented to the State Engineer for
approval and signed through his office prior to development. Public Works has indicated
there is sufficient sewer capacity to serve the project.
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11.

The availability and accessibility of fire protection including, but not limited to, the
availability and accessibility of water and services for the prevention and
containment of fires including fires in wild lands.
The Fire Department has reviewed the proposed subdivision. As proposed, sufficient
access is provided through the adjacent Schulz Ranch development. Sufficient fire
water flows will also be provided. The Fire Department has noted in their comments that
the proposed subdivision is located in the Wildland-Urban Interface and is required to
comply with the current edition of the International Wildland-Urban Interface code and
the Northern Nevada Wildland-Urban Interface amendments as adopted by Carson City.

12.

Recreation and trail easements.
The original Schulz Ranch Common Open Space development includes parks and
pathways intended to serve the project area. The parks will be located via the sidewalk
system which this project will be required to connect to. The project is subject to the
collection of the Residential Construction Tax which goes towards parks and recreational
facilities in Carson City.

Attachments

Public CommentLetter from Jo Ann and John Marquez
Letter from Pete and Theresa Bachstadt
Email from Maren Murph
Email from Charlie and Cathrena Deyhle
Email from Jan Nyssen
Application TSM-19-124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Planning Department
Heather Ferris
FW: Tentative Subdivision Map, File No. TSM-19-124
Monday, August 19, 2019 11:39:52 AM

-----Original Message----From: Maren Murph [mailto:marenmurph@icloud.com]
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 11:36 AM
To: Planning Department
Subject: Tentative Subdivision Map, File No. TSM-19-124
This message originated outside of Carson City's email system. Use caution if this message contains attachments,
links, or requests for information.
August 19, 2019
Carson City Planning Division
108 E. Proctor St.
Carson City, NV 89701
Re: Tentative Subdivision Map
File No. TSM-19-124
Subject Property: 009-311-47
Dear Commissioners:
This letter is in response to the notification received regarding proposed subdivision of the referenced parcel. As a
homeowner bordering the property, I have several issues with this proposed development.
Before we purchased our home, we were informed by Lennar representatives that the parcel behind us was “too
small for Lennar to be interested in”, that they wouldn’t develop it, and that if it ever was developed by someone
else, access would have to be provided by the new developer, as Lennar wouldn’t allow access through their streets.
We were told Chalk Bluff Drive would dead end right where it currently does. We selected and purchased our home,
and paid a lot premium, based on the information given to us by Lennar. In good faith, we believed what we were
told. I am extremely disappointed to find out that Lennar wasn’t truthful, and prioritizes profit over honesty.
Also, 29 new homes would significantly increase traffic in our neighborhood. Again, we selected the lot based on
less traffic as well.

Another lot choice consideration was view to the west. New homes, specifically two-story homes, if they are to be
built, would affect our view - again, important when we selected our lot.
Lastly, there is land adjacent to the south of our home; Lennar’s site plan indicates it will be a park. Currently, it is
being used for water run off. However, it does not drain, and has become a mosquito-breeding area. Lennar has been
notified several times, but nothing seems to get done that solves the problem. I think that Lennar should take care of
their existing responsibilities instead of taking on a new project.
In summary, I am against the proposed subdivision and development of property 009-311-47.
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Thank you for listening to all of the objections voiced; I trust that you will consider them all impartially.

Maren Murph
1674 Tule Peak Circle
Carson City, NV 89701
Acmam@surewest.net
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:

Charlie Deyhle
Heather Ferris; Planning Department; ccdey@aol.com
Corrected Copy: Email Address - Regarding Tentative Subdivision Map: File No. ( TSM-19-124 ) (APN 009-31147)
Tuesday, August 20, 2019 11:42:46 AM

Date:

This message originated outside of Carson City's email system. Use caution if this
message contains attachments, links, or requests for information.

To:

Carson City Planning Commission and Relevant Officers - and Heather Ferris

From: Charles & Cathrena Deyhle
1350 Rocky Bluff Drive
Carson City, NV 89701
E-mail:
Home Phone:
Cell Phone:

ccdey@aol.com
(775) 515-1212
(609) 203-0144

Reference:

Regarding Tentative Subdivision Map: File No. ( TSM-19-124 ) (APN 009-311-47)

Dear Sirs and Madams,
My wife and I are the owners of the property noted above. Our house is the 3rd house south of Schulz
Park on Rocky Bluff Drive. From the very beginning of our investment, we were informed by the
developer, Lennar, that all structures in our Schulz Ranch neighborhood and surrounding area would be
single story family residential structures, and that our view of the mountains to the West, which was a
primary feature of selecting and purchasing our particular lot, at a premium, would remain reasonably
unobstructed. We were told that the zoning would remain "Single Story Residential", and that we could
rest assured that whatever was eventually to be built on the other side of our rear fence, (to the West),
would have to comply with the "Single Story Zoning!"
Our neighborhood has been advised, by your recent letter, that there are now plans to build some 29
additional homes to the West of our property, whereby there is the potential of our losing some of our
view of the mountains, for which we had selected our site and paid a premium fee to lock in our wonderful
views. We are greatly concerned with your plans, and request some input on restricting the elevation and
height of any structures in consideration, which may obstruct our views.
We are aware that the real estate tax structure in our new Schulz Ranch Community is among the highest
in the City and surrounding areas. My relatives in the older parts of town pay real estate taxes that are a
mere fraction of what we are assessed here in our new Schulz Ranch Development. Keeping the single
story structure zoning and our associated wonderful mountain views, as investors, is an essential factor in
our willingness to accept the higher tax structure in our Community for these views. As stakeholders in
the community, home owners, tax payers and citizens, it is essential that we all have a say and input on
what the City/Town considers and allows to be built in our backyards.
My Wife, Daughter, and I intend to attend the meeting scheduled for August 28, and expect to be heard
before decisions are made, so that our interests will be considered and protected! As tax paying stake
holders in our community, we expect the City Planning Department and related Directors and Officers will
give us all ample opportunity to make our interests known, considered and protected!
Thank you for your kind consideration
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Charles and Cathrena Deyhle
Email:

ccdey@aol.com

Home Phone: (775) 515-1212
Cell Phone: (609) 203-0144
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Planning Department
Heather Ferris
FW: file number TSM-19-124
Wednesday, August 21, 2019 7:42:01 AM

From: Jan Nyssen [mailto:jnyssen@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 9:03 PM
To: Planning Department
Subject: file number TSM-19-124

This message originated outside of Carson City's email system. Use caution if this
message contains attachments, links, or requests for information.

August 20, 2019

Carson City Planning Commission
108 E Proctor Street
Carson City Nv 89701

Planning Commissioners,
This letter is written in response to a notice of hearing to be held on August 28, 2019 regarding file
number TSM-19-124; possible action regarding a tentative subdivision within Schulz Ranch, property
# 009-311-47.
My husband and I recently purchased a Lennar home for our retirement which is directly adjacent to
the proposed site.
Prior to our purchase we had many conversations with the Lennar representatives to voice our
concerns about the property behind “our” lot. We were repeatedly told that neither they had any
projects planned for that area nor were they were aware of any other projected plans for any
building on the site (TSM-19-124). We were assured it had been held by a local family trust for many
years for which it had been used as pastureland and would most likely remain as such.
With that being one of the motivating factors, we decided to make Carson City our home and
community so we waited for such a lot to become available, each passing month we saw an increase
in cost to the housing in the area but still we waited for this particular lot. When the lot finally
became available, we were charged a “premium lot” price.
If Lennar is the builder, that only adds to our list of concerns. It is not our intention to “yelp” Lennar
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but if you ask most of our neighbors they will tell you they have an unfinished “punch” list that
Lennar has been lax and unable to complete within a timely fashion; in our case, it is four months
and counting and still have outstanding issues.
There is a large pooling of water near our our property, we were originally told it would be a park.
The water has become swampy and is now a breeding ground for mosquitos. The surrounding
neighbors, even those not part of the Lennar community have complained and express their
concerns over the health issues this presents.
We realize that construction brings extra jobs and monies to the area, but expansion also requires
much thought and consideration on the impact and stress on existing communities and
infrastructure. I do not believe Lennar could appropriately provide what is needed for additional
homes and requirements.
Our concerns about the possibility of the development of the property include those of the
increased demands to the infrastructure:
· increased traffic
· water demands
· water pressure
· proper drainage (which issues already exist)
· public space
· loss of natural habitat
We hope the City Planning Commission will consider how this could impact and burden the already
existing community and deny the request to subdivide to add additional housing.
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PROJECT LOCATION
The 7.94 acre project site (APN 009-311-47) is located at the southern terminus of Wheeler Peak Drive,
south of Racetrack Road, east of Center Drive within the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area.
Figure 1: Project Location

Project
Boundary
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
The property has an existing Master Plan designation of Medium Density Residential (MDR) and is zoned
Single Family 6000 – Specific Plan Area (SF6-SPA) (Schulz Ranch Specific Plan). The project area is
undeveloped and is surrounded on all sides by single family residential development.

Figure 2: Surrounding Property Designations

SF1A/SF6

Figure 3: Existing Master Plan Designation (Medium Density Residential – Schulz Ranch Specific Plan)
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Figure 4: Existing Zoning Designation (Single Family 6,000– Specific Plan Area)
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Figure 5: Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area
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APPLICATION REQUEST
The enclosed application is a request for:
1. A Tentative Subdivision Map to create 29 single family residential lots on a 7.94 acre site.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Schulz Ranch Phase 5 is proposed as a single-family residential subdivision with 29 residential lots, with a
minimum lot size of 6,600 sq. ft. and an average lot size of 9,465 sq. ft. A varied streetscape will be
provided with a minimum of 3 distinctly different elevations in accordance with the Schulz Ranch Specific
Plan. The homes are anticipated to be a mix of one-story and two-story buildings with 2 and 3 car garages.
The project has been designed so that the primary entrance of each home fronts onto a public street, with
driveway access.
As required by the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan, a transition in development intensity is provided to allow
for a gradual transition in density between existing 1-acre lots south and west of the project area, and the
more suburban pattern of the proposed development. The transition is accomplished through the
placement of smaller lots on the interior, and larger buffer lots on the perimeter where adjacent to the
SF1A parcels to the south and SF1A/SF6 parcels to the west.
Figure 6: Project Summary
Project Summary
Total Area

+/- 7.94 acres

Total Number of Lots

29

Allowable Density

7.26 units/acre

Project Density

3.65 units/acre (29 units/7.94 acres)

Parking Required

58 (28 x 2 spaces per dwelling unit)

Parking Provided

58 minimum (off-street/garage)

Average Lot Size

9,465 sq. ft.
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Figure 7: Site Photos

Looking southwest from Schulz Ranch Park and Wheeler Peak Drive
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Looking southwest from the southern terminus of Wheeler Peak Drive

SPECIFIC PLAN DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
The proposed development will comply with the following Specific Plan Requirements.
Variety of Lot Sizes
Subdivisions within Parcel A shall provide a minimum of three distinctly different neighborhoods with
different lot sizes; Smaller lots shall generally be located in the northwest portion of Area A to provide a
transition to larger lots adjacent to existing one-acre residential lots. (SR-SPA 1.2)
Disclosure of Adjacent Uses
The sale of homes within Area A shall include a disclosure that properties in the vicinity are permitted to
keep horses and other livestock and the property may impacted by odors, dust, noise and other affects
associated with the keeping of livestock. (SR-SPA 1.4)
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Varied Streetscape
To promote more interesting streetscapes and offer consumers a wider choice of housing styles, a variety
of home models shall be provided. The accomplish this, the following standards shall apply: Subdivisions
with less than 150 units shall provide a minimum of 3 distinctly different homes models. (SR-SPA 3.1)
Landscaping
Front yard landscaping and irrigation shall be provided by the developer. Landscaping will include a
minimum of two trees (1-1/2 inch caliper deciduous or five foot high evergreen) and 12 five gallon mix of
evergreen and deciduous shrubs. Evergreen trees will be planted a minimum of 20 feet from back of
sidewalks. (SR-SPA 3.5)
Buffer Lots
Lots abutting existing residential parcels to the south and west of the project will be limited to the
development of one-story homes.
Lots abutting existing residential parcels at the perimeter of Area A shall be created as generally depicted
in the conceptual plan identified with this document and shall be limited to the development of one-story
homes. (SR-SPA 3.6)

Figure 7: Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Development Requirements
Density
Lot Area

SetbacksInterior Lots

SetbacksBuffer Lots

Height
Parking

Required
Varies per Schulz Ranch Specific Plan;
1 unit per single family lot
Varies per Schulz Ranch Specific Plan;
lots may range from 2,500 sq. ft. to 1
acre
Front- 15’, 20’ to face of garage
Side- 5’
Street Side- allow adequate vehicle
and pedestrian sight distance
Rear- 15’
Front- 20’
Side- 10’
Street Side- allow adequate vehicle
and pedestrian sight distance
Rear- 30’
26’

Provided
3.65 units/acre (29 units/7.94 acres); 1 unit per
single family lot
Lots range from 6,600 sq. ft. to 15,850 sq. ft.

58 (29 x 2)
2 spaces per dwelling unit

58 minimum (Off-street/Garage)

Front- 15’, 20’ to face of garage
Side- 5’
Street Side- 10’
Rear- 15’
Front- 20’
Side- 10’
Street Side- N/A
Rear- 30’
TBD
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Figure 8: Preliminary Site Plan (11” x 17” Site Plan provided in application package)

VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
Vehicular access to the site is provided from Chalk Bluff Drive and Wheeler Peak Drive, both of which are
existing public streets that are proposed to be extended through the project. Pedestrian access will be
provided throughout the project site through sidewalks, with a minimum width of 5’.
Within the project area, access is proposed with public streets. Carson City’s 50’ special urban street
section will be utilized to align with existing streets throughout the Schulz Ranch Subdivision. As shown in
Figure 9, the 50’ ROW street sections will include 5’ sidewalks on both sides of the street, on-street parking
on both sides, curb and gutter, and two travel lanes.
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Figure 9: Typical Street Sections

Parking
The off-street parking requirement is two spaces per dwelling, totaling 58 spaces (29 x 2). Off-street
parking for each lot will be provided through two-car garages (58 spaces) and minimum 20’ driveways (58
spaces; not counted towards the off-street parking requirement). In addition, there will be on-street
parking on both sides of the street.
Figure 10: Parking Requirements
Parking

Required
58 (29 x 2)
2 spaces per dwelling unit

Provided
58 minimum (Off-street/Garage)

UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES
Water
Carson City currently provides water service to the property. The proposed development will connect to
the existing Carson City water main stub that is located along the eastern portion of Schulz Ranch Phase
3 just west of the intersection of Sugarloaf Peak Drive and Chalk Bluff Drive. Details are included in the
Utility Plan. A Water System letter is included with details relating to Fire Hydrant Flow for the project.
Sewer
Carson City operates and maintains the City’s sewer collection system and provides service to the site.
This includes preventive and emergency maintenance, line replacement, line extensions and connection,
development permitting and inspections. Sewage flow from the proposed 29 new units will be conveyed
via public 8” diameter PVC SDR-35 sewer mains to the existing sanitary sewer stub located along the
eastern portion of Schulz Ranch Phase 3 just west of the intersection of Sugarloaf Peak Drive and Chalk
Bluff Drive. Details are included in the provided Preliminary Sewer Report and on the Utility Plan.
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Solid Waste
Waste Management currently provides solid waste service and curbside recycling to the site. Carson City
provides landfill, recycling, and hazardous waste services.
Hydrology
There are five (5) proposed drainage basins, a one (1) existing drainage basin for the development. The
proposed development will provide a storm drain network that ties into an existing storm drain network
that facilitates discharge to existing drainage facilities that were constructed with earlier phases of the
Schulz Ranch Subdivision project.

MASTER PLAN POLICY CHECKLIST
The purpose of the Master Plan Policy Checklist is to provide a list of answers that address whether a
development proposal is in conformance with the goals and objectives of the 2006 Carson City Master
Plan that are related to this TPUD application. This project complies with the Master Plan and
accomplishes the following objectives:
Chapter 3: A Balanced Land Use Pattern
1. It is consistent with the Master Plan Land Use Map in location and density. (1.1a)
2. It promotes growth within areas already served by community water and wastewater facilities as
it is already served by existing infrastructure. (1.1b)
3. It meets the provisions of the Growth Management Ordinance. (1.1d, Municipal Code 18.12)
4. The builder, where feasible, will encourage the use of sustainable building materials and
construction techniques to promote energy efficient, sustainable buildings. (1.1e)
5. The project site is not adjacent to State or Federal lands. (1.5b)
6. It is located to be adequately served by city services including fire and sheriff services and
coordinated with the School District to ensure adequate provision of schools. (1.5d)
7. Friction Zones are not created. (2.1d)
8. It provides a variety of housing models and densities within the urbanized area appropriate to the
development size, location, and surrounding neighborhood context. (2.2a, 9.1a)
9. It protects environmentally sensitive areas through proper setbacks, dedication, or other
mechanisms in accordance with Carson City Municipal Code standards. (3.1b)
10. It is sited outside the primary floodplain (through the CLOMR-F process) and away from geologic
hazards area. (3.3d,e)
11. It provides for levels of services consistent with the Land Use designation and adequate for the
proposed development (Land Use table descriptions).
12. It meets the applicable policies of the Schulz Ranch Specific Plan Area. (Chapter 8)
13. Does not create land use conflicts, it provides for transition between the adjacent single family,
attached single family residential, and multi-family residential neighborhoods and retail
commercial development with appropriate buffers. (SR-SPA 3.6)
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Chapter 5: Economic Vitality
1. The project provides a housing mix consistent with the labor force and non-labor force
populations of the City. (BS-SPA 5.1j)
Chapter 6: Livable Neighborhoods and Activity Centers
1. Durable materials will be used in construction. (6.1a)
2. The project will promote variety and visual interest through the incorporation of building styles
and colors, garage orientation, and other features in accordance with the Carson City Municipal
Code (6.1b) (SR-SPA 3.1)
3. The project will provide variety and visual interest through the incorporation of well-articulated
building facades, pedestrian-oriented streetscape, landscaping and other features consistent with
the Development Standards. (6.1c) (SR-SPA 3.1)
4. It provides appropriate height, density, and setback transitions and connectivity to surrounding
development to ensure compatibility with surrounding development for infill project in
accordance with the Carson City Municipal Code. (6.2a, 9.3b, 9.4a) (SR-SPA 1.2)
5. The proposed project is compatible with the surrounding development of residential homes.
(9.1a) (Schulz Ranch Specific Plan)
6. The proposed project is not spot zoned. (9.4b)
Chapter 7: A Connected City
1. The goals and policies contained in the City’s Transportation, Transit, and Unified Pathway Master
Plans are incorporated in this project as appropriate. (11.1a)

TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP FINDINGS
In accordance with Carson City Municipal Code Section 17.07.005, this project has been designed to
consider the following:
1. Environmental and health laws and regulations concerning water and air pollution, the disposal of solid
waste, facilities to supply water, community or public sewage disposal and, where applicable, individual
systems for sewage disposal.
All environmental health laws and regulations regarding water, air pollution, and waste disposal will be
incorporated into the proposed project.
2. The availability of water which meets applicable health standards and is sufficient in quantity for the
reasonably foreseeable needs of the subdivision.
Water will be provided by Carson City and conform to the applicable health standards and fulfill quantity
requirements for residences.
3. The availability and accessibility of utilities.
Public utilities are currently available to serve the proposed project.
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4. The availability and accessibility of public services such as schools, police protection, transportation,
recreation and parks.
Educational services will be met by Carson City School District. Police services will be provided by the
Carson City Sheriff’s Department. The Regional Transportation Commission is responsible for
transportation in and around the project area. Carson City Parks Department will provide recreational
and parks services (in addition to the common open space and recreation area provided with the project).
5. Access to public lands. Any proposed subdivision that is adjacent to public lands shall incorporate public
access to those lands or provide an acceptable alternative.
N/A- The project site is not adjacent to public lands.
6. Conformity with the zoning ordinance and land use element of the city's master plan.
The proposed project is in conformance with the existing Master Plan designation of Medium Density
Residential and the existing zoning designation of Single Family 6000 – Specific Plan Area (SF6-SPA).
7. General conformity with the city's master plan for streets and highways.
The proposed project is in conformance with the Carson City streets and highways master plan.
8. The effect of the proposed subdivision on existing public streets and the need for new streets or
highways to serve the subdivision.
The proposed development is not large enough to trigger the need for a traffic study. The project proposes
to create one new public street and to extend two existing public streets, Wheeler Peak Drive and Chalk
Bluff Drive.
9. The physical characteristics of the land such as flood plains, earthquake faults, slope and soil.
Topography can be described as relatively level and slopes generally toward the east. Vegetation consists
of native shrubs and grasses with occasional scattered trees. The Carson Range, 5 miles west of the project
site contains the Genoa Fault, a major north-trending fault dated 200 - 1000 years old. Maximum cuts are
anticipated to be less than one (1) foot, and fill depths are anticipated to be less than six (6) feet.
The site contains a FEMA flood zone X, area of minimal flood hazard. Hydrologic analyses were performed
to determine the conceptual peak discharge for the 5-year and 100-year peak flow events. The site will
be designed to accommodate peak flow events.
A Geotechnical Investigation has been completed for this project and is attached. Exploration of the site
identified a range from dense to very dense sand with limited amounts of silt, clay and gravel.
10. The recommendations and comments of those entities reviewing the subdivision request pursuant to
NRS 278.330 thru 278.348, inclusive.
All recommendations and comments provided during the review of this project, including review of the
Conceptual Subdivision Map will be incorporated where applicable.
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11. The availability and accessibility of fire protection including, but not limited to, the availability and
accessibility of water and services for the prevention and containment of fires including fires in wild
lands.
The availability and accessibility of fire protection to the proposed residential units will be in compliance
with Carson City Fire Department recommendations.
12. Recreation and trail easements.
Recreation and trail easements are not applicable to this subdivision.
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Master Plan Policy Checklist
Conceptual & Tentative Subdivisions, PUD’s & Parcel Maps

PURPOSE
The purpose of a development checklist is to provide a list of questions that
address whether a development proposal is in conformance with the goals and
objectives of the 2006 Carson City Master Plan that are related to subdivisions of
property. This checklist is designed for developers, staff, and decision-makers
and is intended to be used as a guide only.

Schulz Ranch Phase 5
Development Name: _______________________________________________________
Reviewed By: _____________________________________________________________
Date of Review: ___________________________________________________________

DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST
The following five themes are those themes that appear in the Carson City
Master Plan and which reflect the community’s vision at a broad policy level.
Each theme looks at how a proposed development can help achieve the goals
of the Carson City Master Plan. A check mark indicates that the proposed
development meets the applicable Master Plan policy. The Policy Number is
indicated at the end of each policy statement summary. Refer to the
Comprehensive Master Plan for complete policy language.

CHAPTER 3: A BALANCED LAND USE PATTERN
The Carson City Master Plan seeks to establish a balance of land uses within the
community by providing employment opportunities, a diverse choice of housing,
recreational opportunities, and retail services.
Is or does the proposed development:
✔
Consistent with the Master Plan Land Use Map in location and density?
✔
Meet the provisions of the Growth Management Ordinance (1.1d,
Municipal Code 18.12)?
✔
Encourage the use of sustainable building materials and construction
techniques to promote water and energy conservation (1.1e, f)?
Located in a priority infill development area (1.2a)?
N/A
Provide pathway connections and easements consistent with the
N/A
adopted Unified Pathways Master Plan and maintain access to
adjacent public lands (1.4a)?
CARSON CITY MASTER PLAN
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N/A

N/A

✔

N/A

✔

✔

N/A

✔

✔

✔

Encourage cluster development techniques, particularly at the urban
interface with surrounding public lands, as appropriate, and protect
distinctive site features (1.4b, c, 3.2a)?
At adjacent county boundaries, coordinated with adjacent existing or
planned development with regards to compatibility, access and
amenities (1.5a)?
Located to be adequately served by city services including fire and
sheriff services, and coordinated with the School District to ensure the
adequate provision of schools (1.5d)?
In identified Mixed-Use areas, promote mixed-use development
patterns as appropriate for the surrounding context consistent with the
land use descriptions of the applicable Mixed-Use designation, and
meet the intent of the Mixed-Use Evaluation Criteria (2.1b, 2.2b, 2.3b,
Land Use Districts, Appendix C)?
Provide a variety of housing models and densities within the urbanized
area appropriate to the development size, location and surrounding
neighborhood context (2.2a, 9.1a)?
Protect environmentally sensitive areas through proper setbacks,
dedication, or other mechanisms (3.1b)?
If at the urban interface, provide multiple access points, maintain
defensible space (for fires) and are constructed of fire resistant
materials (3.3b)?
Sited outside the primary floodplain and away from geologic hazard
areas or follow the required setbacks or other mitigation measures
(3.3d, e)?
Provide for levels of services (i.e. water, sewer, road improvements,
sidewalks, etc.) consistent with the Land Use designation and
adequate for the proposed development (Land Use table
descriptions)?
If located within an identified Specific Plan Area (SPA), meet the
applicable policies of that SPA (Land Use Map, Chapter 8)?

CHAPTER 4: EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
The Carson City Master Plan seeks to continue providing a diverse range of park
and recreational opportunities to include facilities and programming for all ages
and varying interests to serve both existing and future neighborhoods.
Is or does the proposed development:
Provide park facilities commensurate with the demand created and
N/A
consistent with the City’s adopted standards (4.1b, c)?
N/A
Consistent with the Open Space Master Plan and Carson River Master
Plan (4.3a)?
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CHAPTER 5: ECONOMIC VITALITY
The Carson City Master Plan seeks to maintain its strong diversified economic
base by promoting principles which focus on retaining and enhancing the strong
employment base, include a broader range of retail services in targeted areas,
and include the roles of technology, tourism, recreational amenities, and other
economic strengths vital to a successful community.
Is or does the proposed development:
N/A
Incorporating public facilities and amenities that will improve residents’
quality of life (5.5e)?
Promote revitalization of the Downtown core (5.6a)?
N/A
Incorporate additional housing in and around Downtown, including
N/A
lofts, condominiums, duplexes, live-work units (5.6c)?

CHAPTER 6: LIVABLE NEIGHBORHOODS AND ACTIVITY CENTERS
The Carson City Master Plan seeks to promote safe, attractive and diverse
neighborhoods, compact mixed-use activity centers, and a vibrant, pedestrianfriendly Downtown.
Is or does the proposed development:
Promote variety and visual interest through the incorporation of varied
✔
lot sizes, building styles and colors, garage orientation and other
features (6.1b)?
Provide variety and visual interest through the incorporation of well✔
articulated building facades, clearly identified entrances and
pedestrian connections, landscaping and other features consistent
with the Development Standards (6.1c)?
Provide appropriate height, density and setback transitions and
✔
connectivity to surrounding development to ensure compatibility with
surrounding development for infill projects or adjacent to existing rural
neighborhoods (6.2a, 9.3b 9.4a)?
If located in an identified Mixed-Use Activity Center area, contain the
N/A
appropriate mix, size and density of land uses consistent with the
Mixed-Use district policies (7.1a, b)?
If located Downtown:
N/A
o Integrate an appropriate mix and density of uses (8.1a, e)?
o Include buildings at the appropriate scale for the applicable
Downtown Character Area (8.1b)?
o Incorporate appropriate public spaces, plazas and other amenities
(8.1d)?
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CHAPTER 7: A CONNECTED CITY
The Carson City Master Plan seeks promote a sense of community by linking its
many neighborhoods, employment areas, activity centers, parks, recreational
amenities and schools with an extensive system of interconnected roadways,
multi-use pathways, bicycle facilities, and sidewalks.
Is or does the proposed development:
Promote transit-supportive development patterns (e.g. mixed-use,
N/A
pedestrian-oriented, higher density) along major travel corridors to
facilitate future transit (11.2b)?
Maintain and enhance roadway connections and networks consistent
✔
with the Transportation Master Plan (11.2c)?
Provide appropriate pathways through the development and to
✔
surrounding lands, including parks and public lands, consistent with the
Unified Pathways Master Plan (12.1a, c)?
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BASIS OF ELEVATION

WATER: . . . . . . . . . . . . CARSON CITY PUBLIC WORKS

ELEVATIONS ARE BASED UPON THE NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM OF 1988 (NAVD88), AS TAKEN THE "CARSON CITY
MAPPING PROJECT CONTROL SURVEY 1998", AS PREPARED BY STANTEC CONSULTING INC. CONTROL POINT NO. 60, IDENTIFIED
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OWNER/DEVELOPER
KRUEGER FAMILY TRUST
5560 LONGLEY LANE, SUITE 100
RENO, NV 89511
VOICE: (775) 232-4313
EMAIL: MKrueger@archcrestnv.com

LAND SURVEYOR
MANHARD CONSULTING, L.T.D.
241 RIDGE ST., SUITE 400
RENO, NV 89501
CONTACT: JERRY JUAREZ
(775) 746-3500 PHONE
(775) 746-3520 FAX

CIVIL ENGINEER

MANHARD CONSULTING, L.T.D.
241 RIDGE ST., SUITE 400
RENO, NV 89521
CONTACT: DANIEL BIRCHFIELD
(775) 746-3500 PHONE
(775) 746-3520 FAX

SOILS ENGINEER

WOOD RODGERS, INC.
1361 CORPORATE BLVD.
RENO, NEVADA 89502
(775) 823-4068 PHONE
(775) 823-4066 FAX

241 Ridge St., Suite 400 Reno, Nevada 89501

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of Analysis
This report represents a detailed analysis of the proposed sanitary sewer system for Schulz
Ranch Phase 5. The purpose of this analysis is to establish peak flow rates and evaluate
proposed sanitary sewer sizes for the subject property.
1.2 Project Location and Description
The proposed Schulz Ranch Phase 5 development is approximately 7.94 acres in size and
located in the southern portion of Carson City, east of Center Drive, within the existing
Schulz Ranch development. The proposed project site is situated within the East ½ of
Section 5, Township 14 North, and Range 20 East of the Mount Diablo Meridian (refer to
Figure 1, Vicinity Map). The project site is within the existing parcel 009-311-47. Currently
the parcel is undeveloped.
Figure 2, the Sewer Display Map, illustrates the location and orientation of the project and its
proposed lots and roadway locations.
1.3 Project Description
The Schulz Ranch Phase 5 development is a proposed subdivision which consists of 29
single-family residential units. The project site is currently zoned SF6.
2

PROPOSED ALIGNMENT AND QUANTITY OF SERVICE

2.1 Project Wastewater Collection System
Sewage flow from Schulz Ranch Phase 5 will be conveyed via public 8” diameter PVC SDR35 sewer mains to the existing sanitary sewer stub located along the eastern portion of Schulz
Ranch Phase 3 just west of the intersection of Sugarloaf Peak Drive and Chalk Bluff Drive.
All of the mains in the proposed subdivision are located within the rights-of-way of the local
roadways. The proposed sizes and locations of the sanitary sewers can be found on the
Sanitary Sewer Plan, which is included in this report.
The minimum slopes within this development are 0.50%, and the maximum proposed slope
used within this development is 0.79%. The slope has been checked to ensure that it is within
the Carson City required half full velocity of 2 fps and 10 fps during the peak flow condition.
2.2 Estimated Peak Sewage Flows
Calculations for the design of the sewer system were performed in accordance with Chapter
10, Section 11.243 of the Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities (10-State
Standards), 2014 Edition and Division 15, Section 15.3.2 of the Carson City Development
Standards and Carson City’s Sewer System Master Plan Update, July 2017, by Atkins.
According to analysis, the actual per capita flow was 148 gal/cap/day with a peaking factor
ranging from 1.5 – 6.0 in wet weather conditions. Table 1 in the 10-State Standards suggests
using a peaking factor of 2.5 based on the population of Carson City, Nevada. For this
1
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analysis, the flow factors used in the calculations are 2.5 capita per dwelling unit for a singlefamily residential lot and 150 gal/cap/day to calculate average daily flow. A peaking factor
of 2.5 is then applied to the daily average flow to compute the peak flow used in the design of
the sanitary sewer. Complete peak flow calculations for Schulz Ranch Phase 5 are included
within this report. The following table summarizes the results of the calculations of the peak
daily flows for the residential subdivision:
Units

Capita/DU

GPD/ Capita

29

2.5

150

Peaking
Factor
2.5
Total

Peak Flow (gpd)

Peak Flow (cfs)

27,188
27,188

0.04
0.04

2.3 Proposed Sewer Mains
Basic normal depth calculations for the proposed 8-inch sewer mains were done using openchannel pipe flow theory, the Manning’s Formula, and Bentley FlowMaster® V8i®
(FlowMaster) software. A Manning’s Coefficient of 0.013 (assuming PVC pipe material) was
used in all of these calculations. The FlowMaster worksheets that demonstrate these
calculations are included within this report (Appendix A).
Per Carson City Development Standards, sewer mains are considered at capacity when peak
flow is at d/D=0.50 for sewer mains that are 15” or less in diameter (Div. 15, Section
15.3.2.a.). In addition, the minimum velocity of 2 fps and the maximum velocity of 10 fps
are required design conditions (Div 15, Section 15.3.2.e.). The FlowMaster calculations
included within this report demonstrate that the various velocities of PVC sewer pipe at a d/D
of 50% at the minimum and maximum slopes mentioned above are within the requirements
for Carson City. The velocity of an 8-inch sewer main is 2.45 fps for a minimum pipe slope
of 0.50%. All of the calculated velocities described above are within the Carson City
required ranged of 2 fps to 10 fps. These velocity calculations can be found in the
FlowMaster calculations included within this report.
In addition to evaluating the sewer velocities within this development, this report also
analyzes maximum capacity within the proposed sewer pipes. As described above, the peak
flow within the sewer main must remain at or below a normal depth of 50%. As shown in the
FlowMaster calculations included within this report, an 8-inch PVC sewer at 0.50% can
convey 276,116 gpd (0.43 cfs) at a maximum depth of 50%. Therefore, the contribution by
the proposed Schulz Ranch Phase 5 will be less than the 50% full capacity requirement, and
the contribution will be 27,188 gpd (0.04 cfs), which is less than the maximum allowed
capacity of an 8-inch sewer. The size and locations of the proposed sanitary sewers
mentioned above can be found on the Sanitary Sewer Plan, which is included in this report.
3

CONCLUSION
The 8-inch sanitary sewer mains proposed herein will adequately serve the project as
planned. The attached FlowMaster worksheet calculates the maximum capacity of the
proposed 8-inch sewer mains at a minimum slope of 0.50% in accordance with the
requirements of Carson City. The 8-inch sewer main at 0.50% has a capacity of 276,116 gpd
(0.43 cfs) at a maximum depth of 50%, which will be able to adequately serve Schulz Ranch
Phase 5.
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The proposed sanitary sewerage system within this report for the Schulz Ranch Phase 5
development has adequate capacity to carry the subject property’s peak sewage flow in
conformance with the guidelines outlined in the Carson City Development Standards and the
Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities (10-State Standards), 2014, and the Sewer
System Master Plan Update, July 2017, by Atkins.
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SANITARY SEWER CALCULATIONS FOR SCHULZ RANCH PHASE 5
The following calculations were performed in accordance with Chapter 10, Section 11.243 of the
Recommended Standards for Wastewater Facilities, 2014 ed. (Ten-States Standards), Carson City
Development Standards, and the Sewer System Master Plan Update, July 2017, by Atkins:
2.5 capita/dwelling unit
150 gal/capita/day
The site will consist of 29 dwelling units; therefore, the following equations are used:
Average flow = num. of dwellings * capita/dwelling * GPCD
Average flow = 29 * 2.5 * 150 = 10,875 gpd = 0.02 cfs
Peak flow = Average flow * peaking factor
Peaking Factor = (18 + P1/2) / (4+P1/2) where P = population in thousands (or use value
off Table 1 based on population). The maximum peaking factor is 4.2 according to Table
1 in the 10-State Standards. Based on the population of Carson City, Nevada, a peaking
factor of 2.5 is acceptable.
Peak flow = 10,875 * 2.5 = 27,188 gpd = 0.04 cfs
The design shall be for the peak flow; therefore, the design flow is 0.04 cfs.
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Worksheet for 8" Sewer at 0.50%
Project Description
Friction Method

Manning Formula

Solve For

Discharge

Input Data
0.013

Roughness Coefficient

0.00500

Channel Slope

ft/ft

Normal Depth

4.00

in

Diameter

8.00

in

Results
Discharge

276116.36

gal/day

Flow Area

0.17

ft²

Wetted Perimeter

1.05

ft

Hydraulic Radius

2.00

in

Top Width

0.67

ft

Critical Depth

3.66

in

Percent Full

50.0

Critical Slope

0.00680

%
ft/ft

Velocity

2.45

ft/s

Velocity Head

0.09

ft

Specific Energy

0.43

ft

Froude Number

0.84

Maximum Discharge

0.92

Discharge Full
Slope Full
Flow Type

ft³/s

0.85

ft³/s

0.00125

ft/ft

SubCritical

GVF Input Data
Downstream Depth

0.00

in

Length

0.00

ft

0

Number Of Steps

GVF Output Data
Upstream Depth

0.00

in

0.00

ft

Profile Description
Profile Headloss
Average End Depth Over Rise

Normal Depth Over Rise
Downstream Velocity

0.00

%

50.00

%

Infinity

ft/s

Bentley Systems, Inc. Haestad Methods Solution
Bentley
Center
FlowMaster V8i (SELECTseries 1) [08.11.01.03]
7/1/2019 2:37:13 PM

27 Siemons Company Drive Suite 200 W Watertown, CT 06795 USA +1-203-755-1666
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Worksheet for 8" Sewer at 0.50%
GVF Output Data
Upstream Velocity
Normal Depth
Critical Depth

Infinity
4.00
3.66

ft/s
in
in

Channel Slope

0.00500

ft/ft

Critical Slope

0.00680

ft/ft

Bentley Systems, Inc. Haestad Methods Solution
Bentley
Center
FlowMaster V8i (SELECTseries 1) [08.11.01.03]
7/1/2019 2:37:13 PM

27 Siemons Company Drive Suite 200 W Watertown, CT 06795 USA +1-203-755-1666
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